We connect the Corporate World and the Non-Profit Community to build together a more inclusive society and circular economy.

Launched in 2009 with the support of the King Baudouin Foundation.
Hu-Bu solidarity initiatives

**Hands** - Offer manual support from preparing food packs for homeless people to painting rooms, cleaning a river, creating playgrounds for kids...
On site gathering - Team input - Min 8 to 30p / NPO

**Pallets** - An exciting day where the teams transform recycled wood pallets into furniture for Non-Profit Organizations (NPO).
On site gathering - Team input - Min 20p to Max 80p

**Remote** - In these complicated times where social distancing is a danger of moving away from each other, the “Remote Volunteering” initiative is an opportunity to maintain bonds and strengthen solidarity with the Non-Profit Community.
Digital approach - Team and/or individual input – Min 20p to 100p

**Skills** - The Skills Platform allows to link in real time the needs for specific skills of the NPO with the expertise of employees wishing to help and backed by their employer.
On site and/or digital gathering - Individual input
Solidarity Hands

Acting for a more inclusive society

An enriching experience dedicated to offering time to Non-Profit Organizations during a full day.

Impact
A breathtaking opportunity to share their daily life and challenges.

Features
• On site gathering
• Team approach
• Half day or full day
• Split teams / activities
• Teams of 8 to 12 in social NPO
• Teams up to 30 in nature NPO

Min 8p to Max 30p per team

video example
Acting for a more circular economy

An innovative day dedicated to transforming during a full day recycled wood pallets into furniture for Non-Profits.

Impact
An exceptional way to link solidarity and circular economy.

Features
• On site gathering
• Team approach
• Half day or full day
• In central place in Brussels
• Volunteers split in teams of 7
• Tools provided
• Professional advice by experts
• Furniture pre-ordered by NPO
• Mobile Pallets on demand

Min 20p to Max 80p

video example
Remote Solidarity

Strong together from home
[ Protected, Connected, United ]

In these complicated Covid times, "Remote Solidarity" aims at coordinating **CSR driven team-building activities** in the form of donation of time and skills by employees via an **online and collaborative approach**.

**Features**
- Digital gathering
- Team approach
- 1 day online
- Digital tools
- 1 expert per 20 participants

**From 20 to 100 participants**

In collaboration with Impact Valley

**We bring it all together**

From the corporate objective of preserving internal collective cohesion and purpose to the desire for impact driven activities from coworkers to pressing needs from the non-profit community. We coordinate and ensure the follow-through until full successful execution.
Helping non-profits perform and grow

Opportunity
An opportunity to offer to Non-Profit Organisations personal skills and expertise in strategy, communication, finance, accounting, technology, legal...

Impact
This one-to-one skills support aims at helping the Nonprofit Organisations to make best use of their human and operational resources in order to reach and maintain sustainability and ultimately better perform.

Features
• On site and/or digital gathering
• Flexible input (from some hours to days)

Individual input
It is important to spend some time to give back to the community, to think about people less lucky.

It is good for the team work and it is nice to meet new people and the organizations that help the community.

Solidarity initiatives keep us with our feet on the ground and helps us realise that we are privileged and that not everyone has the same chances in life.

Very positive and rewarding experience, in a friendly atmosphere, and with a general feeling of making us useful socially while working as a team. To do again!

These events are very much appreciated by the team. They are a very valuable way of team building.

It was an excellent day, flawlessly organized, and while having fun and great team spirit, we managed to do a really good job.

It is our duty to make the world a better place and if I can do something to make it happen, I will!
2009  Support of the King Baudouin Foundation
2010  Nominated by Enterprize.be  Category « Social Entrepreneurship »
2010  Nominated by HR Excellence Awards  Special Award from the Jury - « Best HR Initiative of the Year »
Stimulating solidarity with passion
Some Corporate partners

20,000 employees involved since 2009
Filip Van Mullem
0475 - 92 19 02
filip.vanmullem@hu-bu.org

Muriel de Vinck
0479 - 47 42 11
murieldevinck123@hotmail.com